
Challenge 1 – Independent skills for life 

Make a simple meal. 

ONE PAN PASTA 

This pasta can all be prepared in just one pan. This means it’s quick and easy and there’s less 

washing up. ☺  

This recipe would be perfect for a quick meal after a long day at school or it would be 

suitable as a quick meal for your family and friends. It will serve roughly three/ four people.  

You will need: 

• A large cooking pan (sauce pans may be too small if you’re adding a lot of veg and we want to be able to 

chuck it all in! A deep frying pan can work well here) 

• A chopping board and a knife 

• A mug/ cup  

• A wooden spoon 

Ingredients: 

• Pasta of your choice 

• Fillings of your choice – we have chosen tomatoes, cheese and spinach 

• Pasta sauce – ½ a large jar or one small jar  

After washing your hands and preparing your work station you are good to go! ☺ 

1) Line the bottom of your large pan with pasta. Judge how much pasta you’d like to 

cook. Lining the bottom will roughly serve three bowls (pan size depending). 

2) Pour two mugs of water into your pan (this saves adding your pasta in to boiling hot water! Much easier!)  

3) Bring the pasta and water to the boil – this usually takes five minutes on a high 

temperature.  

4) Chop your cherry tomatoes in half using your knife and chopping board.  

5) After the pasta has boiled and it has started to soften, add your chopped cherry 

tomatoes to your pan. Add any other ingredients you’d like to add. You could add: 

mushrooms, peppers etc.  

6) Add half a jar of large pasta sauce or one small jar– once this has mixed with the 

water there will be plenty of liquid for your pasta to cook in and plenty of sauce to 

go around.  

7) Let this cook for around five minutes on a medium temperature and stir occasionally 

with a wooden spoon. 

8) Add a handful of grated cheese and mix this in to your pasta. Again, let this cook for 

another five or so minutes.  

9) Add two handfuls of spinach. Spinach will wilt so allow this to happen – keep mixing 

it in with your pasta, sauce, tomatoes and cheese. Once the spinach has wilted, your 

pasta should have been cooking properly for about 12/15 minutes.  

10) Give it one final mix and then serve evenly in to separate bowls. 



11) Grate some cheese on top and you’re good to go! ☺  

 

TIPS 

- Wash up as you go! Clean the chopping board and sides for an easier cooking 

experience. 

- If you aren’t sharing your pasta around, let the pasta cool and store it in air tight 

containers. Pop it in the fridge. This makes for a cheap, easy lunch.  

 

We’re looking forward to what you create and we’d love to see photos!  

Good luck, Year Six.  

 

 


